1. The House met at 14:06.

2. The Deputy Speaker took the Chair and requested members to observe a moment of silence for prayers or meditation.


   (1) notes that on Wednesday, 10 March 2010, South African swimming star, Natalie du Toit, won the 2010 Laureus Disability Award at a star-studded ceremony in Abu Dhabi;

   (2) further notes that the mission of Laureus is to use and promote sport as a powerful mechanism for dealing with some of the world’s toughest social challenges and that currently it has 78 projects around the world that use sport as a means of tackling some of the gravest social, economic and environmental problems facing society today;

   (3) recalls that in 2008 Natalie du Toit made history in Beijing by becoming the first amputee ever to qualify for the Olympics, where she finished 16th in the 10km open water swim and that she is one of only two athletes to have competed in both the Olympic and Paralympic Games, and that she became the toast of South Africa after winning five gold medals in the Paralympics;
believes that the award she has received is in recognition of the hard work, dedication and commitment to the sport that she loves and the country that she represents; and

(5) congratulates Natalie on the job well done, because she has, yet again, made South Africa proud by raising its flag in the international arena.

Agreed to.

5. The Chief Whip of the Opposition moved without notice: That the House –

(1) notes with pleasure the announcement by the Minister of Water and Environmental Affairs on 17 March 2010 that all 2010 Fifa World Cup Host cities comply with all requirements for the supply of safe drinking water on a sustainable basis;

(2) further notes that the municipalities of Cape Town, Johannesburg, Tshwane, Nelspruit and EThekwini have once again been awarded Blue Drop certificates for maintaining a high standard of drinking water purification and supply in 2010, thus retaining their Blue Drop status first achieved in 2009;

(3) further notes that, compared to the previous Blue Drop reporting period in 2009, the cities of Mangaung (Bloemfontein), Nelson Mandela Bay, Polokwane and Rustenburg have improved their operations with regard to the management of drinking water, and that they were awarded Blue Drop certification for the first time in 2010;

(4) extends its congratulations to the officials within these municipalities whose hard work has been duly rewarded; and

(5) expresses its confidence that these host cities shall ensure that their visitors during the 2010 FIFA World Cup will be able to enjoy drinking water of the highest quality.

Agreed to.

6. The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved without notice: That the House –

(1) notes that Volkswagen SA has been awarded a R12 billion component export contract, which will boost South African automotive component manufacturing industry;

(2) further notes that the contract is to supply the Volkswagen Group with Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs) for the next five years and that this is the biggest export contracts for a single part ever awarded to the company;
believes that the contract will secure over 100 jobs in the Nelson Mandela Bay region in the Eastern Cape where 80 percent of the parts would be manufactured; and

welcomes this initiative and believes that it will go a long way in strengthening the automobile and components sector as well as developing local industries and accelerating decent work opportunities.

Agreed to.

7. Ms H N Makhuba moved without notice: That the House –

notes that since Monday, 15 March 2010, commuters in Gauteng have been left stranded as the minibus taxi industry went on strike boycotting the expansion of the Bus Rapid Transport System;

further notes that taxi operators have threatened violence and have barricaded roads leading from Soweto and railway lines in Soweto with burning tyres;

further notes that the back window of a bus was smashed in Eldorado Park and that there were attempts to burn a Reya Vaya bus in Nancefield;

condemns any act of violent behaviour; and

calls on taxi operators and the Government to work together in order to come up with a solution that will be beneficial to both the taxi operators and the commuters who make use of public transport.

Agreed to.

8. Mr N Singh moved without notice: That the House –

notes that World Tuberculosis Day is observed on 24 March of each year and that its aims are to unite hundreds of medical and volunteer organisations across the globe and to raise public awareness on the need for immediate action against the disease, prevention and elimination of this disease;

further notes that tuberculosis remains a serious epidemic in many parts of the world, leading to the deaths of approximately 1.6 million people each year, mostly in the Third World;

recognises that World Tuberculosis Day not only draws attention to tuberculosis as a worldwide pandemic, but that it also focuses attention on the fact that the disease can be cured if researchers are able to find a cure or a worthwhile antidote;
further notes that South Africa has recently been hard-hit as infections of TB have almost tripled because of our high HIV rate; and

calls upon South Africans to take responsibility for their health and get themselves tested for tuberculosis as soon as they suspect that they might have been infected with the disease.

Agreed to.

9. The Chief Whip of the Opposition moved without notice: That the House –

(1) notes that on 31 March 2010 Mr Raymond Ackerman resigned from his position as Chief Executive Officer of the Pick n Pay Group in favour of Non-Executive Chairperson Gareth Ackerman;

(2) further notes that Mr Ackerman has been a pioneer within the retail industry and that during the course of his career he has accumulated an innumerable number of awards for both his philanthropic work within South Africa and for his work relating to Pick n Pay, which began in 1965 when he purchased four small shops which he, over time, turned into the largest and most lucrative retail supermarket chain in South Africa;

(3) recognises that during the 20th and 21st centuries Mr Ackerman has played an extremely influential and essential role in the growth and stimulation of the South African economy and has assisted in the social upliftment of communities within South Africa, through the work of the Ackerman Family Educational Trust and the Raymond Ackerman Academy of Entrepreneurial Development; and

(4) congratulates Mr Ackerman upon his distinguished career, extends its appreciation for his work and wishes him a peaceful and well-deserved break.

Agreed to.

10. The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved without notice: That the House –

(1) notes that on Wednesday, 10 March 2010, the South African Army honoured its long-serving members who spent 10 to 30 years in the service by awarding them medals as a token of appreciation;
(2) further notes that several medals were also awarded to members who served as ambassadors in the Great Lakes area and also in the war-torn DRC and Sudan;

(3) recalls that our army played an important role in peacekeeping in Africa and that their hard work paid off last year when they were withdrawn from Burundi because peace and stability had returned to that country;

(4) further recalls that in the DRC, the Army trained one of their battalions that has already contributed to the peace in that country; and

(5) welcomes the move to get the Army to guard our borders as their presence there has already contributed to the curbing of illegal activities.

Agreed to.

11. The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved without notice: That the House –

(1) notes that on Monday, 8 March 2010, the Torch of Peace was handed over to the North West Education Department by the Free State Education Department to mark the beginning of the Safer Schools campaign;

(2) further notes that the torch is intended to instil a strong sense of humanity, preserve lives and avoid violence, crime and accidents wherever possible;

(3) realises that what happens at school reflects what goes on in society and therefore interventions aimed at curbing the scourge of violence and harassment must start in schools if they are to have a lasting impact;

(4) believes that the Torch of Peace initiative recognises the need to work together in confronting challenges faced by the youth of today; and

(5) welcomes this initiative and believes that it will contribute to a safe learning environment and curb violence in schools.

Agreed to.

12. [14:26] The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved: That the House, notwithstanding the hours of sitting provided for in Rule 23(2), on Wednesday, 24 March 2010, sits from 10:30 until adjournment.

Agreed to.
13. The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved: That, notwithstanding the hours of sitting of the House as provided for in Rule 23(2), the Extended Public Committees may sit as agreed to by the National Assembly Programme Committee.

Agreed to.

14. [14:27] The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved: That the House appoints an ad hoc committee to consider and report on the Protection of Information Bill, the committee to -

1) consist of 17 members as follows: ANC 10; DA 2; Cope 1; IFP 1; and other parties 3;

2) perform the functions listed in Rule 201 (1)(a) and have all the powers listed in Rule 138;

3) confer with the relevant Council committee; and

4) report by 7 May 2010.

Agreed to.


1) notes that ANC veteran and anti-apartheid struggle stalwart Fatima Meer died on 12 March 2010 at the St Augustine’s Hospital in Durban at the age of 82;

2) further notes that her political career started in 1944 at a tender age of 16 when she helped raise £1000 for famine relief in Bengal and that she, like thousands of Indians, two years later was swept up by the 1946 Indian Passive Resistance Campaign, which was the most dramatic show of militant anti-government action in South African history and in 1955 became a founding member of the Federation of South African Women, the women’s organisation that organised the famous anti-pass march on the Union Buildings in Pretoria in 1956;

3) recognises that she was a selfless leader, who in 1976 was arrested and detained, together with other women, including Cde Winnie Madikizela-Mandela, who remained her friend and comrade until the end and that after Fatima’s release from detention, she was restricted to the Durban area by the apartheid regime, a restriction she contravened in order to advance the struggle for liberation;

4) further recognises that in 1980 she was one of the vocal Indian revolutionaries who mobilised and fought against the tri-cameral system of Parliament, because she felt that it was a shame for African people to be left out of Parliament any longer and therefore criticised the structural arrangements of Parliament into three houses;
recalls that Fatima was a prolific academic who started to lecture in sociology at the University of Natal where she was the first Black woman to be appointed as a lecturer at a white South African University and that she was also a writer, with two of her books being the compelling *Trial of Andrew Zondo*, the story of an executed ANC guerrilla, and *Higher than Hope*, an uncritical biography of Nelson Mandela;

acknowledges that the role that Fatima and her husband, Dr Ismail, played in cementing the relationship between the National Indian Congress and African National Congress in the 1940s cannot be underestimated; and

conveys its heartfelt condolences to her family, friends and comrades in the African National Congress and the Alliance.

Agreed to.


17. [15:11] Rev H M Dandala moved: That the House -

(1) has no confidence in the President of the Republic of South Africa; and

(2) in terms of section 102(2) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, passes a motion of no confidence in him for his failure to live up to the expectations of a broad spectrum of South Africans.

Debate concluded.

Mr N A Ramatlhodi moved as an amendment to the motion: To omit all the words after “That” and to substitute: “The House has full confidence in the President of the Republic of South Africa and appreciates his leadership of the Government and nation.”.

Question put: That the amendment moved by Mr N A Ramatlhodi be agreed to.

Division demanded.

The House divided.

AYES-235: Abram, S; Adams, P E; Ainslie, A R; Baloyi, M R; Bam-Mugwanya, V; Bapela, K O; Bhengu, N R; Bhengu, P; Bikani, F C; Bogopane-Zulu, H I; Bonhomme, T J; Booi, M S; Borman, G M; Boshigo, D F; Botha, Y R; Burgess, C V; Chabane, O C; Chauke, H P; Chikunga, L S; Chiloane, T D; Chohan, F I; Coleman, E M; Cronin, J P; Cwele, S C; Dambuza, B N; Davies, R H; De Lange, J H; Ditshetelo, I C; Dlakudla, D E; Dlamini-Zuma, N C; Dlulane, B N; Doidge, G Q M; Dubazana, Z S; Dube, M C; Duma, N M; Dunjwa, M L; Ebrahim, E I; Farisani, T S; Fransman, M L; Frolick, C T; Fubbs, J L; Gasebonwe, T M A; Gwabaza, N E;
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Gelderblom, J P; Gigaba, K M N; Gina, N; Godi, N T; Godongwana, E; Gololo, C L; Gona, M F; Goqwana, M B; Gumede, D M; Gundubele, M; Gxowa, N B; Hajaig, F; Hanekom, D A; Hogan, B A; Holomisa, S P; Huang, S-B; Jacobus, L; Jeffery, J H; Joemat-Pettersson, T M; Johnson, M; Kekane, C D; Kenye, T E; Khulwane, S E; Khumalo, F E; Komphela, B M; Kota-Fredericks, Z A; Landers, L T; Lekgetho, G; Line, H; Lishivha, T E; Luthuli, A N; Luyenge, Z; Maake, J J; Mabasa, X; Mabedla, N R; Mabuza, M C; Madasa, Z L; Madlala, N M; Mafo, V; Magagula, V V; Magama, H T; Magau, K R; Mazibuko, M N; Magwazane, G; Mahlangu-Nkabinde, G L; Makasi, X C; Makhubela-Mashele, L S; Makhubele, Z S; Makwetla, S P; Malala, M I; Malgas, H H; Maluleka, H P; Maluleke, J M; Manamela, K B; Manana, M C; Manganye, J; Mangena, M S; Manuel, T A; Mapisa-Nqakula, N N; Martins, B A D; Mashaile, P; Mashigo, R J; Mashele, T M; Mataboge, D K; Mathebe, D H; Mathebe, P M; Mathibela, N F; Matladi, M N; Matlanyane, H F; Matsoba, J M; Maunye, M M; Mavunda, D W; Mayende-Sibiya, N A; Maziya, A M; Mbalula, F A; Mbili, E M; Mdaka, M N; Mdladlana, M R; Mdlandla, M M S; Mfeketo, N C; Mgadeleni, H C; Mjojo, L N; Mkhize, L N; Mkhulu, S T; Mngxini, S N; Mnisi, N A; Mokoena, A D; Molebatsi, M A; Molewa, B E E; Moloi-Moropa, J C; Morutoa, M R; Moss, L N; Motimele, M S; Motlanthe, K P; Motshekga, M A; Motshekga, M S; Mthethwa, E M; Mthethwa, E N; Mufamadi, T A; Mushwana, F F; Muthambi, A F; Nhlabane, M E; Ndabandaba, L B G; Ndabeni, S T; Ndebile, J S; Nel, A C; Nelson, W J; Nene, N M; Newhoudt-Druchen, W S; Ngcengwane, N D; Ngcobo, B T; Ngcobo, E N N; Ngqoli, N J; Ngwenya, W; Ngwenya-Mabila, P C; Nhlengethwa, D G; Nkoana-Mashabane, M E; Nkwebati, G E; November, N T; Ntanye, S Z; Ntuli, B M; Ntuli, Z C; Nxesi, T W; Nxumalo, M D; Nyekembe, E; Nyekembe, E; Nzemande, B E; Oliphant, G G; Oliphant, M N; Oosthuizen, G C; Pandor, G N M; Peters, E D; Petersen-Maduna, P; Phaahla, M J; Phaliso, M N; Pilusa-Mosane, M E; Pule, D D; Radebe, B A; Radebe, G S; Radebe, J T; Ramatlhodi, N A; Ramodibe, D M; Rantsolase, M A; Rasool, E; Saul, G; Scheemann, G D; Sebul, R; Segale-Diswai, M J; Selau, G J; Sexwale, T M G; Shabangu, S; Shicke, S; Shibanyoni, J B; Shibidla, N N; Sisulu, L N; Sitole, S C N; Siziani, P S; Skosana, J J; Smith, V G; Sogoni, E M; Sonjica, B P; Sonto, M R; Sotu, J E; Sotu, M M; Stofile, M A; Suka, L; Sulliman, E M; Sunduza, T B; Thabethe, E; Thobejane, S G; Thomson, B; Tinto, B; Tlale, M F; Tobias, T V; Tsebe, S R; Tseke, G K; Tsenoli, L S; Tshwene, T J; Tshwene, D R; Twala, N M; Vadi, I; Van Schalkwyk, M C J; van Wyk, A; Williams, A J; Xaba, P P; Xasa, T; Xingwana, L M; Zulu, B Z.

NOES-88: Adams, L H; Balindlela, Z B; Blaai, B C; Boinamo, G G; Botha, T; Carter, D; Dandala, H M; Davidson, I O; De Freitas, M S F; De Lille, P; Dexter, P D; Dreyer, A M; Du Toit, N D; Dudley, C; Ellis, M N; Farrow, S B; Fritz, A T; Gaehler, L B; George, D T; George, M E; Greiling, L; Holomisa, B H; James, W G; Kalyan, S V; Kganare, D A; Kilian, J D; Klopfer-Lourens, J C; Kohler-
Barnard, D; Koornhof, N J J v R; Kopane, S P; Kotsi, C M; Krumbock, G R; Lamoela, H; Lee, T D; Lorimer, J R B; Lotriet, A; Louw, A; MacKenzie, G D; Marais, E J; Marais, S J F; Mashiane, L M; Maynier, D J; Mazibuko, L D; Mc Gluwa, J J; Mda, A; Mnguni, P B; Molao, S P; More, E; Morgan, G R; Mubu, K S; Mulder, C P; Ndude, H N; Ngonyama , L S; Nhanha, M A; Njoe, M A A; Ntshiqela, P; Oriani-Ambrosini, M G; Poho, P; Pretorius, P J C; Rabie, P J; Rabotapi, M W; Ramatlakane, L; Robinson, D; Ross, D; Rwexana, S P; Schafer, DA; Selfe, J; Shilowa, M S; Smiles, D C; Smuts, M; Snell, G T; Steele, M H; Steyn, A; Swart , M; Swart, S N; Swathe, M M; Tolo, L J; Trollip, RAP; Van Dalen, P; Van den Berg, N J; Van der Linde, J J; Van der Walt, D; Van der Westhuizen, A P; Van Dyk , S M; Van Schalkwyk, H C; Vukuza-Linda, N Y; Waters, M; Wenger, M.

ABSTAIN-5: Bhoola, R B; Lucas, E J; Mpontshane, A M; Msimang, C T; Skosana, M B.

Question agreed to.

Amendment accordingly agreed to.

Question put: That the motion by Rev H M Dandala, as amended, be agreed to.

Division demanded.

The House divided.

AYES-242: Abram, S; Adams, P E; Ainslie, A R; Baloyi , M R; Bam-Mugwanya, V; Bapela, K O; Bhengu , N R; Bhengu, P; Bikani, F C; Bogopane- Zulu, H I; Bonhomme, T J; Booi, M S; Borman, G M; Boshigo, D F; Botha, Y R; Burgess, C V; Chabane, O C; Chauke, H P; Chikunga, L S; Chiloane, T D; Chohan, F I; Coleman, E M; Cronin, J P; Cwele, S C; Dambuza, B N; Davies, R H; De Lange, J H; Dikgacwi, M M; Ditshetelo, I C; Dlakudla , D E; Dlamini-Zuma, N C; Dlulane , B N; Doidge, G Q M; Dubazana, Z S; Dube, M C; Duma, N M; Dunjwa, M L; Ebrahim, E I ; Farisani, T S; Fihla, N B; Fransman, M L; Frolick, C T; Fubbs, J L; Gasebonwe, T M A; Gcwabaza, N E; Gelderblom, J P; Gigaba, K M N; Gina, N; Godi, N T; Godongwana, E; Gololo , C L; Gona, M F; Goqwana, M B; Gumede, D M; Gunugubele, M; Gxowa, N B; Hajaig, F; Hanekom, D A; Hogan, B A; Holomisa, S P; Huang, S-B; Jacobus, L; Jeffery, J H; Joemat-Pettersson, T M; Johnson, M; Kekana, M; Kemokoda, C D; Kenye, T E; Kholwane, S E; Khumalo, F E; Komphela, B M; Koornhof, G W; Kota-Fredericks, Z A; Landers, L T; Lekgetho , G; Line, H; Lishivha, T E; Luthuli, A N; Luyenge, Z; Maake, J J; Mabasa, X; Mabedla, N R; Mabuza, M C; Madasa, Z L; Madlala, N M; Mafole, M V; Magagula, V V; Magama, H T; Magau, K R; Magazi , M N; Magwansie, G ; Mahlangu-Nkabinde, G L; Makasi, X C; Makhubela-Mashele, L S; Makhubele, Z S; Makwetla, S P; Malale, M I; Malgas, H H; Maluleka, H P; Maluleke, J M; Manamela, K B; Manana, M C; Manganye, J; Mangena, M S; Manuel , T A; Mapisa-Nqakula, N N; Martins, B A D; Mashatile, P;
Mashigo, R J; Mashishi, A C; Masutha, T M; Mataboge, D K; Mathebe, D H; Mathebe, P M; Mathibela, N F; Matladi, M N ; Matlanyane, H F; Matshoba, J M; Maunye, M M; Mayende-Sibiya, N A; Maziya, A M; Mbalula , F A; Mbili, M E; Mdaka, M N; Mdakane, M R; Mdladlana, M M S; Mfeketo, N C; Mgbadeli, H C; Mjobo, L N; Mkhize, L N; Mkhulusi, N N P; Mlangeni, A; Mmusi, S G; Mnisi, N A; Mokoena, A D; Molebatsi, M A; Molewa, B E E; Moloi-Moropa, J C; Morutoa, M R; Moss, L N; Motimele, M S; Motlanthe, K P; Motshedga, M A; Motshedga, M S; Mthethwa, E M; Mthethwa, E N; Mtshali, E; Mufamadi , T A; Mushwana, F F; Muthambi, A F; Nchabeleng, M E; Ndabandaba, L B G; Ndbeni , S T; Ndebele, J S; Nel, A C; Nelson, W J; Nene, N M; Newhoudt-Druchen, W S; Ngcengwane, N D; Ngcobo, B T; Ngcobo, E N N; Ngele, N J; Ngwenya, W; Ngwenya-Mabila, P C; Nhlangethyla , D G; Nkeweni, S J; Nkoana-Mashabane, M E; Nkwinti, G E; November, N T; Ntuli, B M; Ntuli, Z C; Nxesisi, T W; Nxumalo, M D; Nyalungu, R E; Nyama, M M A; Nyanda, S; Nyekemba, E; Nzimande, B E; Oliphant, G G; Oliphant, M N; Oosthuizen, G C; Padayachie, R L; Peters, E D; Petersen-Maduna, P; Phaalha, M J; Phaliso, M N; Pilusa-Mosoane, M E; Pule, D D; Radebe, B A; Radebe, G S; Radebe, J T; Ramathodi, N A; Ramodibe, D M; Rantsolase, M A; Rasool, E; Saal, G; Scheemann, G D; Sebulu, M; Segale-Diswai, M J; Selau, G J; Sexwale, T M G; Shabangu, S; Shiceka, S; Sibanyoni, J B; Sibhidla, N N ; Sixole, L N; Sithole, S C N; Sizani, P S; Skosana, J J; Skosana, M B; Smith, V G; Snell, G T; Sogoni, E M; Sonjica, B P; Sonto, M R; Sosibo, J E; Sotyu, M M; Stofile, M A; Suka , L; Sulliman, E M; Sunduza, T B; Thabethe, E ; Thobekwane, S G; Thomson, B; Tinto, B; Tlake, M F; Tobias, T V; Tsebe, R S; Tseke, G K; Tsenoli, S L; Tshihase, T J; Tsonjwa, R D; Tvula, N M; Vadi, I; Van Schalkwyk, M C J; van Wyk, A; Williams, A J; Xaba, P P; Xasa, T; Xingwana, L M; Zulu, B Z.

NOES-83: Adams, L H; Balindlela, Z B; Blaai, B C; Boinamo, G G; Botha, T; Carter, D; Dandala, H M; Davidson, I O; De Freitas, M S F; De Lille, P; Dexter, P D; Dreyer, A M; Du Toit, N D; Dudley, C; Ellis, M J; Farrow, S B; Fritz, A T; Gaehler, L B; George, D T; George, M E; Greyleing, L; Holomisa, B H; James, W G; Kalyan, S V; Kganare, D A; Kilian, J D; Kloppers-Lourens, J C; Kohler-Barnard, D; Koornhof, N J J v R; Kopane, S P; Kotsi, C M; Krumbock, G R; Lamoela, H; Lee, T D; Lotriet, A; Louw, A; MacKenzie, G D; Marais, E J; Marais, S J F; Mashiane, L M; Maynier, D J; Mazibuko, L D; Mc Gluwa, J J; Mda, A; Mnguni, P B; Molao, S P; More, E; Morgan, G R; Mubu, K S; Mulder, C P; Ndube, H N; Ngonyama , L S; Nhanha, M A; Njobe, M A A; Ntshiqela, P; Poho, P; Pretorius, P J C; Rabie, P J; Rabotapi, M W; Ramatlatjane, L; Robinson, D; Ross, D; Rwexana, S P; Schafer, DA; Selfe, J; Shilowa, M S; Smiles, D C; Smuts, M; Steele, M H; Steyn, A; Swart , M; Swart, S N; Swathe, M M; Tolo, L J; Van Dalen, P; Van den Berg, N J; Van der Linde, J J; Van der Westhuizen, A P; Van Dyk , S M; Van Schalkwyk, H C; Vukuza-Linda, N Y; Waters, M; Wenger, M.
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ABSTAIN-6: Bhoola, R B; Lucas , E J; Mpontshane, A M; Msimang, C T; Ntpane, S Z; Oriani-Ambrosini, M G.

Question agreed to.

Motion, as amended, accordingly agreed to.

18. FIRST TO THIRD ORDERS [16:50]

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Correctional Services on Oversight visits to Mangaung, New Kimberley and Grootvlei Correctional Centres on 2 and 3 February 2010 (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 15 March 2010, p 494).

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Correctional Services on 2008/09 Annual Reports of Department of Correctional Services and of Judicial Inspectorate for Correctional Services (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 5 March 2010, p 419).

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Correctional Services on Oversight Visits to Pollsmoor and Malmesbury Correctional Centres in Western Cape on 5 and 6 August 2009 (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 19 November 2009, p 1736).

There was no debate.

The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved: That the Reports be adopted.

Motion agreed to.

Report on Oversight visits to Mangaung, New Kimberley and Grootvlei Correctional Centres on 2 and 3 February 2010 accordingly adopted.


Report on Oversight Visits to Pollsmoor and Malmesbury Correctional Centres in Western Cape on 5 and 6 August 2009 accordingly adopted.

19. FOURTH ORDER [16:53]

Consideration of request for approval by Parliament in terms of section 231(2) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa to the International Renewable Energy Agency (Report of Portfolio Committee on Energy, see Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 10 March 2010, p 487).
Mrs E Thabethe, as Chairperson of the Portfolio Committee on Energy, introduced the Report.

There was no debate.

Request for **Membership of South Africa to the International Renewable Energy Agency** approved.

20. FIFTH TO SEVENTH ORDERS [16:53]

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Water and Environmental Affairs on **Video Conference held with Parliament of United Kingdom on Climate Change** (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 4 March 2010, p 389).

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Water and Environmental Affairs on **Joint Public Hearings on Political, Economic, Legal, Gendered and Social Impacts of Climate Change** (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 4 March 2010, p 395).

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Water and Environmental Affairs on **Water Tariff Increases of Bulk Water Resources 2009/10** (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 25 February 2010, p 221).

There was no debate.

The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved: That the Reports be adopted.

Motion agreed to.

Report on **Video Conference held with Parliament of United Kingdom on Climate Change** accordingly adopted.


21. EIGHTH AND NINTH ORDERS [16:54]

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Higher Education and Training on **Oversight Visit to Giyani, Limpopo** (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 27 November 2009, p 1807).
Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Higher Education and Training on **Oversight Visit to University of Stellenbosch** (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 17 November 2009, p 1705).

Mr M L Fransman, as Chairperson of the Portfolio Committee on Higher Education, introduced the Reports.

There was no debate.

The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved: That the Reports be adopted.

Motion agreed to.

Report on **Oversight Visit to Giyani, Limpopo** accordingly adopted.

Report on **Oversight Visit to University of Stellenbosch** accordingly adopted.

22. **TENTH ORDER [16:57]**

Consideration of Report of Portfolio Committee on Social Development on **Oversight Visit to Mpumalanga Department of Social Development, Nkomazi District Municipality, Mbombela Local Municipality, Mbombela and Nkomazi Municipalities Projects, South African Social Security Agency (Sassa) Office, Paypoints and Service Areas and National Development Agency (NDA) Projects** (Announcements, Tablings and Committee Reports, 4 March 2010, p 350).

There was no debate.

The Chief Whip of the Majority Party moved: That the Report be noted.

Motion agreed to.

Report on **Oversight Visit to Mpumalanga Department of Social Development, Nkomazi District Municipality, Mbombela Local Municipality, Mbombela and Nkomazi Municipalities Projects, South African Social Security Agency (Sassa) Office, Paypoints and Service Areas and National Development Agency (NDA) Projects** accordingly noted.

23. The House adjourned at 16:58.

Z A DINGANI
Secretary to Parliament

---

Z A DINGANI
Secretary to Parliament